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Focus on the Family’s Radio Theatre  

 

 Amazing Grace   9781589973930  

Anne of Green Gables   9781589975026  

At Home In Mitford   9781589970007  

At the Back of the North Wind   9781589975088  

Ben Hur   9781589973961  

Bonhoeffer: The Cost of Freedom   9781589975156  

A Christmas Carol   9781589975446  

 Father Gilbert Mysteries          9781589976542 

The Hiding Place            9781589975132  

The Legend of Squanto       9781589975002  

Les Misérables           9781589973947  

The Life of Jesus           9781604826883  

Little Women           9781604826913 

Oliver Twist            9781589977136  

The Screwtape Letters        9781589973244   

 The Secret Garden           9781589975064  

Silas Marner           9781589975163  

 C.S. Lewis at War: The Dramatic Story Behind Mere Christianity  9781624052187  

  

 The Chronicles of Narnia (complete set)            9781624051036   

 The Magician’s Nephew              9781624051616  

 The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe   9781624051623  

The Horse and His Boy   9781624051630  

Prince Caspian   9781624051647  

 The Voyage of the Dawn Treader             9781624051654  

The Silver Chair               9781624051661  

The Last Battle               9781624051678  

 

Boundaries With Kids: When to Say Yes, When to Say No by Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend  9780310243151        

These easy-to-understand guidelines can create closer bonds and stronger communication and will build lasting memories for 

your family. 

Bringing Up Girls by Dr. James Dobson  9781414336503   

This resource can help you guide your daughters to meet challenges that come their way—and become the confident women 

God created them to be. 

Defending Your Faith: An Introduction to Apologetics by R.C. Sproul  9781596444584   

Christian beliefs are undermined daily. Outlining the history and fundamentals of apologetics, Sproul explains how reason and 

scientific inquiry offer strong allies for defending your faith. 

Fearless: Imagine Your Life Without Fear by Max Lucado  9780849963971   

Fear can hold us captive and influence our choices and perceptions about life, God, and other people. But Lucado shows how 

to replace fear with faith so we can live with confidence and joy.

From Anger to Intimacy: How Forgiveness Can Transform Your Marriage by Dr. Gary Smalley and Ted Cunningham  

  9781596446663   

Every couple deals with anger—but how they respond can make all the difference in their relationship and in their daily lives. 

Learn the skills you need to handle anger, resolve conflict, and walk in the freedom of forgiveness. 
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The Good Dad by Jim Daly  9781491521267   

Daly shares how God can mold good dads into great ones, regardless of their mistakes or a less-than-ideal upbringing. Be 

encouraged to build relationships with your children through love, grace, patience, and fun. 

The Grand Weaver by Ravi Zacharias  9781491598115   

How differently would we live if we believed that every dimension of our lives—from the happy to the tragic to the 

mundane—was part of a beautiful and purposeful design?  

Have a New Kid by Friday: How to Change Your Child’s Attitude, Behavior, & Character in 5 Days by Dr. Kevin Leman                         

 9780800744380   

With his signature wit and encouragement, Leman offers hope and practical, achievable strategies for regaining control and 

becoming the parent you always wanted to be. 

Heaven by Randy Alcorn  9780842379687   

Scripture tells us that God has “put eternity into man’s heart.” Sharing from twenty-five years’ worth of extensive research, 

Alcorn answers questions about what heaven will really be like. 

How Now Shall We Live? by Charles Colson with Nancy Pearcey  9781596441019   

Colson and Pearcey carefully lay the foundation of a Christian worldview and enable you to develop a Christian perspective 

on every aspect of life—to strengthen your own faith and to impact the lives of unsaved family and friends. 

Love & Respect by Dr. Emerson Eggerichs  9781511368919         

Be encouraged by biblical teaching on unconditional love and unconditional respect as you grow closer to your spouse and 

reap the benefits of marriage as God intended. 

The Measure of a Man by Gene A. Getz  9781596445574   

Be encouraged to be a man of God—as a husband, father, or mentor to others. From Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus, find 

inspiration and applications that will help you live faithfully according to God’s definition of true masculinity. 

More Than a Carpenter by Josh McDowell and Sean McDowell  9781598591248   

This updated bestseller introduces the real Jesus: a carpenter, a religious leader, and the Son of God. The McDowells share how 

they searched for meaning, truth, and relevance—finding the answers in Jesus Christ. 

The New Strong-Willed Child by Dr. James Dobson  9780842387996   

Learn how to encourage your strong-willed child by understanding strategies that succeed, those that fail—and by 

remembering that God can help grow your headstrong child into a man or woman of great character and positive influence. 

Preparing for Adolescence by Dr. James Dobson  9780800726539   

The conversational style of these CDs helps parents and adolescents talk to each other about topics such physical and 

emotional changes, peer pressure, the meaning of love, communication with parents, and more. 

The Pursuit of God by A.W. Tozer  9781596444218  

In this classic bestseller, Tozer reminds and challenges you to renew your relationship with God. In each chapter, he explains a 

specific aspect of hungering for God, and ends with a prayer. 

Radical by David Platt  9781596449381  

As pastor of a wealthy congregation, Platt began to see a discrepancy between the reality of his church and the way Jesus 

instructed His followers to live. He examines how American Christianity has manipulated the Gospel to fit our cultural 

preferences—and he challenges readers to rediscover the path to authentic discipleship. 

Stronger by Jim Daly  9781609812010   

Focus on the Family’s president weaves together compelling true stories and life principles with biblical wisdom to show how 

God uses struggles to strengthen the faith of His followers. Whether you’re facing difficulty yourself or know somebody who 

is, you’ll welcome this reminder of the unchangeable and unbreakable power of the King of kings. 

Uncommon: Finding Your Own Path to Significance by Tony Dungy and Nathan Whitaker  9781414326832   

Dungy offers lessons from family life, his athletic and coaching career, his mentors, and his journey with God—all to share 

what it means to be a man of significance in a culture that offers young men few positive role models. 

 
(Find more audio books through our online store.) 
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